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Last year,
as a top service-provide- r.
the SRN enterprise was bought out
a corporation owned
by
by the Sungard conglomerate.
Bi-Tec-
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;
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This week, College administrators indicated that the highly antice
ipated shift to
class registration may still be two years away
from full implementation.
The delay is a result of the
provider.
College's
software
Software Research Northwest
com(SNR). a Washington-base- d
pany whose lack of internal organization and serviceability has caused
it to lag behind in the technology
race of late.
"The problem is pretty simple."
said Vice President for Finance and
Business Affairs Bob Walton.
"We're ready, they're not ready:
and now we need to judge w hether
the supplier is going to be able to
provide what we need." he said.
When the College invested in the
on-lin-

'
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Above a student takes advantage of the treat that Lowry Center staff
and the SAB. gave students this .Tuesday morning and afternoon,
providing students with snacks to make s 'mores in front of the Lowry
Pit fireplace as a chance to take a warm break from studying.

SRN software in 1991, the company was one of the most promising
providers on the market. Since
then, the company has lost its place

Studen released from GA jail
David Powell
Editor Is Chief
--

On. Thursday. Nov. 21. Dave
Tarbell '."04 was released from
Muscogee County Jail near Fort
Benning. Georgia. Tarbell wits the
last of 85 people to be released
after being arrested for crossing
onto federal property at the
School of Americas protest on
Sunday, Nov. 16.
The School of Americas is a U.S.
military program that trains Latin

ww

American leaders. Protesters argue
that they train them in guerilla warfare tactics, which have been used
in human rights abuses. They have
been protesting at Fort Benning
since 1989.
As an act of civil disobedience,
Tarbell refused to prov ide authorities with any personal information until Nov. 21. This form of
protest is known as solidarity. All
the other protesters were released
earlier on a $500 bail. Until that
time Tarbell had been referred to
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New possibilities for registration
Dassy George
Chief Staff Whiter

r...

is looking
pretty good these days.
President R. Stanton Hales
on the state of the campus.
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as John "Peace" Doe.
"I went down feeling rebellious
and in the end capitulated."
Tarbell said. Tarbell had contemplated going through trial and
serv ing jail time as John Doe.
On Nov. 18. he asked U.S.
Magistrate G. Mallon Faireloih.
"If I remain in jail through the
trial, and serve my sentence as
John Doe. will I be released after
serving my rime as John Doe?"

h.

The merger gives administrators
hope that the provider can still

accommodate

the College and

the development of the
campus' electronic systems.
Given the many criticisms of the
facilitate

software provider, campus registrar Bob Blair thinks that the
College would be best suited by
taking an incremental approach to
improving its electronic systems,
"slowly evolving the architecture
of our own system as the prov ider
improves theirs."
h
"My suggestion is to have
reps bring in students and
faculty to address the questionable
to corroborate or
viability
negate the unrest," he said.
In addition. College administrators ought to study what other
sch(Kls are doing electronically, to
gain an understanding of what
must be done on the College's
(Bi-Tec-

behalf. "There are other schools
that are not in our league that are
How can that be?"
fully
Blair asked.
Both Blair and Walton agree that
the College needs to increase the
number of technology personnel
on campus to hasten systematic
development and adapt to the
school's current needs.
"I'd like to see a highly engaged
technology czar hired on campus,
someone who would work in (retrenches day by day and pilot the
serv icdevelopment of our e
es." said Blair.
According to Walton. Wooster
school administrators have identified and written a job description
for a new role called "Chief
Technology Officer."
As the potential officer would
be expected to coordinate campus
resources and oversee (he evolue
tion of
registration, ii is
extremely important that the
on-lin- e.

on-lin-

on-lin-

See " Future of Registration" pg. 3.
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In Memoriam
The campus community mourns the passing of Mary li.
Young on Friday. Nov. 15. Young was a former faculty member at the College. leaching Fnglish and Black Studies from
1991 to 1())9. After leaving Woosicr. she acted as (he head of
the Black Studies program at Berea College.
Young obtained her B.S. in Spanish and her M A. in Spanish
Literature from the University of St. Louis, where she went on
to earn a Ph.D. in American Studies.
She wrote a number of books, such as All My Trials. Umi:
Selections from Women's Slave Sarratnes. and Anna Jjilia
Cooper. A Voice from the South. Funeral arrangements were
Saturday. Nov. 23. in Detroit.

See "COW Protester" pg. 2.
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Assistant Editor: Justin L. Hart
Editor: Sarah Core
Omegas lose new pledge class COW protester returns

Sar.ah Core
News

Editor

According to College officials,
the Phi Omega Sigma section has
lost its new member pledge class
for the 2002 - 2003 school year.
The Committee on Social
Organizations (CSO) has revoked
the section's privileges after they
failed to meet the guidelines set
forth by the committee.
"They are not taking an official
pledge member class this year,"
said Bob Rodda, director of Lowry
Center and Student Activities who
is also on the committee.
This decision comes after
month-lon- g
negotiations between
the committee and the Omegas
over scheduling problems after
the section missed required meetings and deadlines.
Rodda said that the original
decision was made in response to
the section missing a required
meeting, which has
been in existence for four or five
non-hazi- ng

years. While it doesn't have
effects on the
severe long-tersection, the committee felt that
"it was a disappointment on the
part of the community," said
Ammo Addo '03.
Eric Saulnier '03, the Omega's '
president, said, "From my understanding, we lost our pledge class
... because we had to meet to dispolicy,
cuss the
which we did, and that wasn't to
their satisfaction."
In a letter sent to the Omegas on
Oct. 31, CSO said that one of the
main reasons they decided to deny
the section this years pledges was
because "the committee was also
quite concerned about your decision to hold your first rush in spite
of the cancellation."
Saulnier explained that their first
rush was originally postponed until
they had handed in their advisor
contract, which was late. However,
once they had handed it in, the
group thought that they had been
"ok'd" to hold the rush. "It was an
m

anti-hazi-

ng

innocent act that basically came
from a lot of miscommunication,"
v
Saulnier said.
As the committee discussed the
options they had, the letter
explained that "it started with what
to do about your future rushes.
Step one was to cancel the second
rush ... and as the discussion
continued the committee concluded that the third rush should also
be cancelled. Without rush to get
your prospective members," the
letter said, "the committee decided
that Phi Omega Sigma should not
take a pledge class this year."
"That's pretty absurd as far as
I'm concerned," Saulnier said,
and the Omegas responded by
appealing to the committee.
Rodda said the committee
reconsidered and then reinstated
them, after setting a series of
goals the group had to complete
to keep their status. Rodda
explained that CSO repealed the
.

See "Pledges" pg. 3.

Security issues still "at large
Justin L. Hart

Asst. News Editor

The Office of Safety and
Security dealt with a number of
notable incidents this past semester, corresponding with changes in
staff, and has plans to institute
new positions in the spring.
Among the first major security
incidents involved the arrest of a
homeless man in Kenarden Hall.
man was taken
The
into custody by Wooster City
police on the night of Sept. 20.
For the previous two weeks, the
man had been staying in Kenarden
and other residence halls, entering
doors. The
through propped-ope- n
day before the arrest, residents of
Luce Hall had informed the
Security Office of the man's presence, and Security called the
police to make the arrest.
Two female students each
reported being attacked on separate nights in October by an
unknown man. In each case, the
students were seized from behind
and escaped by kicking the
assailant; the attacker, punched the .
19-year--

old

first student. The women both
immediately went to the Security
Office, which called the police
and conducted a search for the
perpetrator without success. The
first attack occurred on Oct. 9 at
about 11:45 p.m. outside of
Compton Hall, and the second
happened outside of Babcock Hall
at around 8:10 p.m. on Oct. 25.
"We're still trying to identify the
individual who grabbed the two
young ladies," said Director of
Safety and Security Joe Kirk.
Over the weekend of September
13, more than $500 was stolen
from the Keys & I.D.s office in
Babcock Hall. There were no
signs of a forced break in, but the
police and the Security Office still
kept that possibility open. Keys &
I.D.s afterward blocked their windows and changed their locks.
Another theft took place on
Sept. 29 in Andrews Library. Over
$70 was taken from two locked
boxes after the library closed for
the night. Because the boxes each
required a separate key, and
because there was no evidence of
a.hreak in, the Security Office sus

pected the theft had been perpetrated by someone from the campus with access to the library's
internal workings.
The Security Office and the
Wooster police continue to investigate these thefts. Kirk said,
"We're still working with the city
police with new information and
new leads."
Kirk said, "We lost a number of
staff for a variety of reasons" over
the summer months. However, he
continued, "We are fully staffed at
the current moment." Five new
e
offie
and three
cers have been hired this semester.
"I don't know that we've done
anything new," Kirk said, but
some changes are planned for the
spring, when the office will institute positions for a shift supervisor and an assistant director.
"There will be responsibilities
that come with these positions,"
said Kirk, "that will increase the
level, of accountability for the
These
whole
department."
changes follow the recommendations of a review team that evaluated the Office, in .August,
full-tim-

part-tim-

,

Continued from page 1.

On Thursday, Nov. 21, Dave
Tarbell '04 was released from
Muscogee County Jail near Fort

Benning,

Georgia.
Tarbell was
the last of
85 people
be
to

the other protesters were released
earlier on a $500 bail. Until that
time Tarbell had been referred to
as John "Peace" Doe.
"I went down feeling rebellious
and in the end

nm

r,

released

capitulated,"
Tarbell
Tarbell

said.

had

con-

templated going
through trial and
serving jail time as
John Doe.
On Nov. 18, he
U.S.
asked

after being
arrested for

crossing

Magistrate

onto federal property
the
at
School of

G.

Mallon Faircloth,
"If I remain in jail
V
through the trial,
and serve my senAmericas
as John Doe,
tence
protest on
IndyMedia
be released
I
Courtesy
will
of
Sunday, Photo
my
serving
after
the
Nov. 16.
Dave Tarbell '04 crossing
fence
Doe?"
as
John
time
T h e line in Fort Benning, Georgia.
Tarbell changed
School of
5
days and four
after
mind
his
program
military
U.S.
is
a
Americas
reasons,
several
for
jail
in
nights
leaders.
American
trains
Latin
that
giving authorities his information
Protesters argue that they train them
in court on Thursday. He decided
in guerilla warfare tactics, which
that he could be more proactive by
have been used in human rights
educating people about the SOA
abuses. They have been protesting
outside of jail, rather than removing
at Fort Benning since 1989.
himself from society.
As an act of civil disobedience,
In addition, he believed it was'
Tarbell refused to provide authorunfair to waste a semester at
ities with any personal information until Nov. 21. This form of Wooster, which his father had
paid for, or abandon his commit- protest is known as solidarity. All
2002-200-
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Survivor Support System

A group of faculty and staff who are available to confidentially
assist survivors of, or those who know survivors of, sexual assault.
For assistance, contact:
Nancy Anderson
Ellen Burns
Heather Fitz Gibbon
Pam Frese
Dianna Kardulias

Longbrake
Severence 124
Kauke 7
Kauke 8
Kauke 207

Ext.
Ext.
Ext.
Ext.
Ext.

2319
2610
2371

2256
2301

Students may also contact the College counselors at Ext. 2319 or
the Campus Minister at Ext. 2602. To report an assault, contact the
or
Wooster City Police at 9 1 1 (emergencies) or
Security at Ext. 2590.
330-264-33- 33,

In the last issue, staff writer Samathryn Witham's '06 name was
spelled. An editor erred.

mis-

a constant potential for
mistakes. Errors can be made at any step of the way: in newsgather-inediting or printing. The Voice staff strives to avoid such mistakes,
but when an error does occur, it is our policy to admit it and promptly
correct it. Tliis space exists for that purpose. Call the Voice office at
330.2S7.259S, or email us at voicewooster.edu.

As journalism is a human process, there is

g,
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Prez holds holiday house event
Vanessa Lange

Staff Writer
The Friends and Neighbors'
biannual event, Holiday House,
will be held this year at the home
of President R. Stanton Hales and
Diane Moore Hales. The event
will feature refreshments, a tour
of the president's home, and a
boutique where local merchants
will be selling their work.
Friends and Neighbors is an
organization that works to raise
money for Every Woman's House.
Every Woman's House serves victims of domestic violence and
sexual assault, offering emergency shelter to battered women
and their children. In the average
year, the program houses around
65 women and their children and
receives more than 500 calls on its
domestic violence hotline.
The merchants who participate
in the Holiday House event will
give a percentage of their sales
proceeds to Every Woman's
House and all donations and proceeds from admission will also be
donated to the organization.
The Holiday House was open
to patrons on Dec. 4 and 5 and

will be open to the public tomorrow and also Sunday.
Today, Dec. 6, from 1 to 4 p.m.
the president's home will be open
to the College community. There is
no admission charge for students,
faculty, or staff of the College,
though donations are welcome.
"Between patrons and the public, we are expecting around
1,500 people to attend," said Barb
Douce, a member of the Friends
and Neighbors Board.
The event is sure to put everyone who attends in the holiday
spirit. Each of the local merchants
will take a room in the house,
which they will then decorate
with their Christmas crafts, transforming the president's home into
a winter wonderland.
Hales described the display as
"quite remarkable.", The crafts on
display will be for sale in the boutique in the carriage house and
cookies and hot cider will be
served in the tent behind the president's home.
p
A
crew was at the president's home days in advance getting ready for the event.
However, quite a bit of work had
p
to be done before
could
set-u-

set-u-

Council's agenda
Amy

Latalladi
Staff Writer

Sixteen members of Campus
Council met again on Thursday,
Nov. 21 in Taylor Hall at 11 a.m.
Topics reviewed were the recent
Town Hall Meeting, SAB applications, and WVN's Hunger and
Homelessness Week. Charters,
parking issues and card access
were also discussed.
The Council discussed the
organization of the Town Hall
Meeting. Students seem to think it
would be more effective if the
meeting was broken up into smaller groups, which SGA plans to
take into consideration for its next
Town Hall Meeting.
After the reports from the Town
Hall, the issue over dining services
was moved to be discussed during
the next Campus Council meeting.
The charters brought to council

were for the Chinese Cultural Club
and the Alcohol Prevention
Awareness Club (the mens' side of
the College's C.AJUXE.D. program). The charters were voted in
vote.
with a
The new satellite parking by the
baseball field that the Dean of
Students Kurt Holmes, and
Security have been working on
was discussed, as was the idea of
creating an ad hoc committee to
address the many problems' with
college parking.
Longer card access for dorms
was addressed, and Holmes even
used an example from Davidson
College, where they had access to
the dorms at all times and there
were no new security issues to date.
It was also pointed out that The
Giving' Tree and Wish List for
needy children were the next big
items for WVN for the remainder
of the semester.
15-0- -1

begin. Hales and his wife had to
clear off bookcases, move furniture and take down curtains all in
order to prepare their home for
the event.
In connection with the open
house, today at 4 p.m. Hales will
lead the community in a toast out
on the College Ave. Mall. This
toast is in celebration of the
rebuilding of the College that was
completed 100 years ago.
In December of 1902, four of
the College's main buildings
(Kauke, Taylor, Scovel, and
Severance) were built 'to replace
Old Main after it was destroyed in
a fire in 1901. The original dedication took place on Dec. 11. "We
will be celebrating this event just
a couple days shy of the actual
100th anniversary, which is really
nice," commented Hales.
The current President's House
was built in 1928 and was
designed by Daniel Everett Ward,
a respected architect from New
York. The general contractor for
the
building
project
was
Theodore Bogner, whose sons
and grandson have been in charge
of all the house's renovations
since then.
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The President's House, on the corner of Beall and College Avenues, is
decked out for Every Woman s House "Holiday House " program, right
down to the bows on the bathroom seats.

Future of Pledge class cancelled
registration
Continued from page 2.

Continued from page 1.
College find a talented person to
fill the role, Walton said.
"Still, we have to be practical
and realize that this process might
take no less than 18 months, and

the position hasn't yet been
bankrolled," he said.
News of the setback to
registration frustrated upper-clas- s
students, who had anticipated that
the electronic upgrade would take
place during their four-yetenure.
"It's aggravating that we're lagging behind other schools and still
have to put up with being herded
into the PEC two Saturdays a
year," said David Massey '04.
"I have friends who go to
Michigan who register online and
can check their grades from their
computers. They can't believe it
when I tell them the process we
still have to go through."
on-li-

ar

ne

Tarbell changed his mind after 5
days and four nights in jail for
several reasons, giving authorities
his information in court on
Thursday. He decided that he
could be more proactive by educating people about the SOA outside
of jail, rather than removing himself from society.
In addition, he believed it was
unfair to waste a semester at
Wooster, which his father had
paid for, or abandon his commitments here.
"You shouldn't base something
on whether you get out of jail
free," Tarbell said.
Tarbell must return to Georgia
today to appear in court at 1:30
p.m. Bill Quigley of Loyola
University,
who works for
SOAWatch an organization dedicated to the protest, is representing him. His lawyers believe
Tarbell 's plea of guilty will result

in minimal penalties. Tarbell is
being tried separately from the
other 84 protestors, whose trials
are scheduled on Jan. 27.
"The bad part is that everyone is
going to be together on Jan. 27 but
I am not going to trial with them
and having that solidarity." Tarbell

said.
Tarbell reflected on the experience as a learning experience. "I
learned that social activism is alive
and well these days." Tarbell said.
Tarbell added, "I have always
wanted to go to jail just to see what
it was like. I spent a week in jail
and I value that experience. It was
more worthwhile than a week of

school."
Former Wooster students Marie
C. Salupo '00 and Caitlin A.
Harwood '05 were also released
as reported in the Nov. 22 issue of
the Voice. Tarbell had not
released his name to authorities
and could not be identified when
that issue went to print.
.
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selves locked out the library.
We seem to remember making a similar complaint after Fall
. - .
.
T"
1
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a.
I
.!
got iosi in me translation
j cicuk, out uovioumy, someuung
back then: folks, if you're gonna close up shop, let us know.
WHN, the Pot, unpaid ads in the Voice
anything more than
what we got, which as far as we can tell was limited to a very
small number of signs posted in the library itself.
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m Registrar helping students
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Sure, no one is a huge fan of getting up early on a
Saturday morning for registration, but this year there was
a different kind of atmosphere in the PEC. No longer are
students afraid to approach the Registrar to ask exacdy
how many credits we are permitted to take per semester,
or what happens if our roommate accidentally spilled coffee all over our card. Everyone from student workers to
employees of the Registrar's office were cheerful and
willing to help. Don't get us wrong
it's not that the
Registrar employees aren't usually this kind
but this
year, something was just different. Without beating
around the bush anymore, we'll just come out and say it
Acting Registrar Bob Blair is a wonderful addition to
the College community. He's actually nice to us. He came
up to us personally and asked if we needed help while we
wandered aimlessly around the PEC, desperately in
search of classes to take the place of the ones that we were
shut out of. The only downside to the situation is that he's
not going to be here much longer and we'll miss his positive nature around campus.
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To the editors,
I'm not going to whine or complain here, I just want to let the
student body know what I've
observed (as one professionally
trained to do so) over the past four
years at Wooster, and for every
person in it to consider some possible solutions to the problems
herein. So perk up your ears and
give a little heed.
How long has the social attitude
on campus been so
cold and languid? For how many
years have insignificant quarrels
and petty differences switched the
focus of students against the
administration to students against
each other? The exclusive cliques
and attitudes amongst students are
pointless. These community shortcomings must diminish. We don't
need to passively endure the sterile
policies and cold administrative
grip that cuts off what really
makes us great
our free will.
Policy and security should only
have to be there to keep our col- lege safe and enjoyable. They
should NOT intrude on our personal lives in any way as long as
we come up with tuition and do no
harm to others. Administration and
policy should be the last thing on
our minds, at the very back of our
thoughts and most of all, they
should be just and reasonable. To
acknowledge our young lust for
fun and social interaction (certain
types more than others) is, you
guessed it, TO PARTY!! To
achieve the true nature of the perfect party without hassle from up
above, we have to trash the exclusive
defense mechanismscomfort zones that we call
social groups, (or cliques) simply
obey the clean campus rules (like
decent humans would), and be
more considerate in general. A
beautiful functional party machine
complete with all 1,700 parts.
The party spirit's breathing has
slowed, its skin clammed over,
and its head become perched and
hovering over the porcelain God.
You know what it means when the
is bent over the bowl
it didn't ingest too much of
X ... no way!
IT'S THE PARTY, SPIRIT
it
invented the act of
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e-m- ail

br.

tion and dealing with the consequences! Today it is sick over
the toilet from neglect. It feeds
on our energy, and if there's no
one there, it's going to starve!
The spirit of the fabled party

needs resuscitation.
For those of you thinking,
"Well, I'm an adult, and must take
the initiative to only focus on
work, study and I.S," I have two
works for you: GROW DOWN!
2
years
We're, most of us,
old, relatively unexposed to the
supposed "horrors" of the
"real world" (which people
seem to think is perceivabletangible only after leaving college) and
have nothing more than homework to do. We don't have to buy
groceries or be jerked around by
26 confused, unorganized tele- -

intra-spars- e,

self-absorb- ed

Denotes Member of the Editorial Board
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Andrew Waldman

Party culture is

Hey, why's the library dark?
Thanks to Thanksgiving break, the campus was pretty quiet
especially if you were at the library, because
last week
chances are that you were the only one there. Not even the
employees came. A week before finals, and the library was
closed until 6 p.m. Sunday evening.
Most students who did stay on campus to do work or
research were unable to if their resources were out of reach.
From 5 pjn. Wednesday night 'til 6 p.m.' on Sunday, the
library stood silent, empty and locked. The lack of access
came as a complete surprise to students who returned to campus early to get some serious work done, only to find them-
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The party spirit's

breathing has slowed,
its skin clammed over.
.

phone company offices while trying to find logical and reasonable
explanations for the bogus policy
amendments, we only have 4 or 5
of those kinds of offices on campus! All we have to worry about
is homework, which I understand
is a burden, but is possible to
complete (at least in theory!)
Now I hope you'll agree that we
really are the caged-u- p
d
maniacs that will once
again, on a future Friday evening,
flood the void with the radiant
energy of 1,700 young excited
souls. With all trash cans upright,
all folks looking out for the tipsy
couple sharing mysteriously large
grins and all furniture still in the
dorms (hopefully still in one
piece) empty frail night may be
and
finally hallowed back into Glory
Day! Ask the person next to you
how holy they think it will get this
night. Unite. With our spirits and
minds amassed into one body,
courteous,
considerate
and
respectful, we don't have to
"select" ANY college policies!
We could be legendary as the
movement that brings humanity
out of the ridiculous selfish recession that has. evolved under its
party-starve-

re-strengthe-

ned,

re-colo-

red

skin and caused humans to hate
and fear other humans. It's the
greed, anger, resentment, hostility,
misunderstanding, ignorance, lust
for power that exists in varying
levels from person to person
unseen nemesis, mischievously
clever, poisonously acrid and dangerous as ltKQOO nuclear warheads. It hates, andSt fears, and it
curses the innate human will that
has yet kept it from completely

overtaking our consciousness
(not considering the political
arena, of course) but it has definitely affected our ability to
remain a unified race.
We unite, we party and enjoy
each others company, and we can
begin to degrade those barriers, as
well as
the college life
back into college. Future genera-tions will celebrate our victory.
Fuel cell cars will sport bumper
stickers that hail,"Hars a drenk
to humerridy," "Honk if yer
fightin' da badd...HIC...er,
. da Baddle!"
Ok, so maybe "saving humani- ty" behind the wheel won't help
things to such an idealistic extent;
and perhaps you should fight your
battles in a place with a warm
couch to rest on. But right now we
still must become a more compassionate,
understanding race.
We're also in college and we need
an out for
stress and overactive sex drives!
The solution is to party with every
single person on campus at once.
Just remember to arrive prepared,
use caution, talk to the new faces
and be more open by saying
things you'd normally hold back.
Be honest to yourself and others
and enjoy every drop of life that
has been given you, and kick routine's ass on Friday night!
Perhaps my dream of a campus-wid- e
dissociation of social barriers and gain of honest-to-Go- d
maturity is overly idealistic, but
no one says it must stay like this.
We can work towards bliss, and
we can do this by organizing massive parties creating tons of social
interaction. Our race depends on
us for this change, and every
Friday can be one step closer.
re-instit- ute

H

busy-work-relat- ed

Taylor Mcintosh '03
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Editor clarifies point
I would like to
respond
to Sarah
Mickley '05's letter
about the recycling article I wrote
Nov. 15 on page 7 of the Features,
section. Mickley accuses the article
of portraying the Recycling
Program's We Recycle Day as
being only about political motives.
While the first sentence of the article does mention the fact that the
Recycling Program is under review
by the Administration, it also mentions the fact that most other organizations are also under review.
Mickley 's argument is based on
the fact that they are working on
the project because they feel that
"the campus and public communities would benefit from learning
more about why it is important to
recycle." If she read the second
sentence of the article, it clearly
stated that WRD was created "in

an effort to educate
and build support
and awareness for
the Recycling Program." Never
was it stated that the day was meant
to revive the Recycling Program
The Recycling Program is a
great asset to the College and I
think that anyone involved works
much harder than they get credit
for. Who else would faithfully
empty the recycling bins in
Bissman after weekend parties? I
was not out to offend anyone or
belittle the intentions of the
Recycling Program, especially
Recycling Coordinator Michael
Grenetz. I sincerely apologize for
any complications or inconvenience this article may have caused.

Elizabeth Yuko

Tie,

4
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Yuko is Features editor and recycles everyday. In fact, the recycling
bin is right outside her door.

College begins discussing financial aid decreases
After last year's heavy spending and this season's budget woes, the College is looking for
ways to cutback on spending. To this writer's dismay, one way is to cut financial aid.
According to Bob Walton, vice
president of business and financial affairs, the College is currently reviewing its financial aid policies in an effort to stabilize the
budget crises.
Wooster has always prided itself
on its generosity in giving financial
aid. And why shouldn't it? This
year's "U.S. News and World
Report" included Wooster in a list
of the nation's best values
and cited it as having one of
If
the lowest average debt loads
for graduating seniors. The
average aid award for the
2002-0- 3
academic year was
$16,410. Over 90 percent of
the student body receives
financial aid.
According to Bob Walton, however, financial aid packages awarded to students for this academic
year exceeded the College's anticipations by $500,000, contributing
to the $1.4 million projected budget deficits. The College gave away
$15 million in merit scholarships
and $9 million in grants this year.
While much of this aid comes from
.

endowed sources, funds from the
annual operating budget are used
to make up the difference.
Obviously, this places a substantial
financial burden on the College and
therefore financial aid has not
escaped the lens searching for
measures.
I strongly encourage the College
to exercise extreme caution in this
endeavor. Wooster's generous
cost-containm-

ent

the College tinkers
with financial aid it
may erode the quality

of students...
financial aid is one of its greatest
recruiting tools. I can not count the
number of times my fellow students have told me they came to
Wooster "because it gave them the
most financial aid."
While Wooster's reputation may
not be as statistically strong as
many of the colleges it competes
with, its financial aid packages
draw' students of a 'similar caliber.
"

David Powell
I applied to ten small liberal arts
schools across the country and was
accepted to all of them. Several of
these schools, like Oberlin and
Kenyon, are consistently ranked
higher in rating systems like "U.S.
News and World Report's" annual
rankings. The financial aid Wooster
offered me helped persuade me to
attend this institution over these
statistically better schools. I
believed I could get a comparable
education at Wooster for less. And
I believe I have.
If the College tinkers with its
financial aid packages it may
erode the quality of students
attending Wooster.
In addition, Wooster has served
as an opportunity school for many
students whose financial status
makes comparable schools
Through the combination of a comparatively low comprehensive fee and generous
financial aid, Wooster's average
debt'Ioad is"16werlhan thar of
unaf-fordab-

le.

keep in mind as it meets the monstrous challenge of readjusting its
budget to meet the current economic deficiencies.
Perhaps the College snould
began by instating a concrete financial aid budget and not exceeding it.
However,
I urge the
College to
make every
effort to cut
corners in

Kenyon, Oberlin, Wittenberg,
Allegheny, Capital, Heidelberg,
Wabash,
Valpariso,
Hiram,
and many others.
Earlham
Wooster's average debt load is
even less than Ohio State
University, Ohio University and
Kent State with
no more man
three percent of
its alumni having debt.

'

'

urge the College to

Since Wooster
is so relatively
affordable, quali- -

make every effort to cut
corners in other

aspects of the budget..
" "

ty students who otherwise would
have only been able to afford a
state school can receive the education of a small liberal arts school.
One of my better friends at
Wooster comes from a single parent household and is the first
member of his family to pursue a
college education. This opportunity was available to him, in part,
because of the aid Wooster provided him.
It is these opportunities that set
Wooster apart and it is these
opportunities. .Ihc. oJlS,tmu$U

otherof

aspects
the College's budget before turnAid
ing to the Financial
Department. Some auxiliary programs may need to be cut.
Departments may have to make
fewer copies and send fewer" mailings. Let students whine about the
more limited food selection in
Lowry or cut back Java Hut hours
at least they can afford to
attend Wooster.

David Powell is Editor In Chief
address is
of the Voice. His
e-m- ail
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Editors: Katie Berkshire Elizabeth
Viewpoints editor visits new controversial shop in town
&

sketchy (perhaps even used),
its bound to please any man
from Ron Jeremy to Voice
Editor in Chief David Powell.

Andrew Waldman
Viewpoists Editor

)LJC1

There are only a few establishments open in Wooster after 11
p.m. each night of the week,
and for most College students,
this can be a problem.
After a late night of studying,
one needs to get out of the room
and relax; many times going out
of the house for a movie or some
coffee can really hit the spot
after the brain cells are a little

!

-

""""""

If you're not in the mood for
anything else in Erotica, you can
always turn to the games. Board
games, dice games, even card
you name it. Erotica has
games
it; and they've put a romantic
twist on every game.
The owner of Erotica (who

r

I
t

'mmy

dm

tired from cranking out papers
and I. S. chapters.
For those students who are
late goers, the typical places are
Photo by Andrew Waldman
t,
still open:
Country
with convenient
Kitchen on Route 30, the truck Wooster 's new pornography shop downtown, Erotica
has created some controversy among community
hours
stop near Lodi or even Denny's
in nearby Ashland are great members. Our own Viewpoints Editor Andrew Waldman ventured downplaces to go hang around. town to check out the scene.
However, Wooster students
large and quite varied. This writer
there are plenty of exciting and
need to know of a new
and his reporting assistants noticed
entertaining titles for sale.
joint: Erotica.
If you're not in the mood to many different kinds of phallic
Videos
The Erotica
and
toys, as well as a fair number of
Magazines store, which opened a rent or buy, you can always use
inflatable
private
viewing
the
booths
anatomically accurate
that
few weeks ago, is located near
a
(and one inflatable
Erotica
provides
stars
for
video
nominal
Dino's on Liberty street. The store
are
fee.
The
sheep)
booths
dark
sale. In addition,
for
is a supplier of "erotic" films,
viewso
as
was
to
a
enough
line of "key lime
provide
there
books and magazines, as well as
ing
you
a
privacy
and,
and maybe even
toys"
taste,
have
that
if
selling several
"tools"
cold, there are plenty of tissues feel, like a real lime.
to enhance sexual pleasure, c
in each room to stop that sniffle
Female clothing and shoes are
In addition, if you're in the
before it starts. Whether you also available. The reviewers'
mood for a late night flick. Erotica
plan to view, buy, or rent. Erotica
favorite item for wear was a pair
offers a video rental service where
20-ed
can make your visit worthwhile.
of red
any video that the store has (no
Both female and maile sexual
boots, but there are other interDVDs for rent) for sale can be
esting shoes for sale. Though
rented for previewing purposes. enhancement products are available at Erotica. The selection is the clothing looked a bit
This is quite a nice feature, considering most of the videos for
sale in the store cost between
Wal-Mar-

late-nig-

ht

late-nig- ht

so-call- ed

high-heele-

$30 and $50.
Of the videos. Erotica has
done a nice job at separating

the selection into different sections categorized by actor, vintage and variety. In addition,
there can be found some clearance videos that, for the thrifty
shopper, run from around 15 to
20 smackers.
DVDs are also available for
purchase only. The collection is
still small at Erotica, and that
is almost entirely due to the

erotic film industry's slow
move towards technological
advancement. In any case, the
DVD option is available and

ye

Erotica

VIOLATORS WILL DE TOWED
AT OWNER'S

BXPEUSt
Photo by Andrew Waldman

Don 't park in the parking lot if you 're not a patron. Come to think about
it, don 't park there at all
the Voice does not advocte pornography.

was in a poster on the door of
the store) refused numerous
pleas to comment on her shop.
Despite her
we still got a good vibe
from the place. Even the music
was pretty good, playing many
of everyone's favorite 1980s to
Top 40 tunes.
For College students, Erotica
has taken particular measures to
non-responsivene-

ss,

Yuko

attract. A ten percent discount
will be rendered to any student
who can produce a valid COW
card. It's a pretty good deal,
considering the high costs. of
erotic products.
Erotica also has a variety of
other discounts including a

cou-

ple's special, daily specials, and
cash deals that will make Erotica
more affordable for all customers.
So, after you've had your coffee at Country Kitchen, and
bought toilet paper and whatnot
t,
take a trip downat
town, and fight your way
through the picket lines to take
a look around Erotica. If you
Wal-Mar-

don't enjoy Erotica, at least
you will have had a good laugh.
Additional reporting by
Matthew Foulds '05 and Adam
Smith '05

Community members protest
The Erotica Videos and Magazines store is meeting strong
opposition in the Wooster community. Many community
members are protesting around the clock in front of the store.
"I've lived in this community for the last 10 to 12 years
and I believe I've witnessed a cultural change. We no longer
stand together as a community to protect women and young
girls." said Wooster resident and protestor John Roberts.
Roberts cited the murder and sexual abuse of Kristin
Jackson as the cultural change in the community.
Treating each other with kindness, according to Roberts, is
the key to preventing the decay of the community, and ultimately the country.
"I see a mirror between us and the fall of other great countries. There are many great countries that have fallen, from
the inside primarily, because of the decadence of how we
treat each other, I feel we have to treat each other with kindness, with an empathy for life, and a passion for what's good
for each of us," said Roberts.

The first protests involving community members
concerned with these issues started in 1984, according
to Roberts.
The Christian Movement was the 1984 movement that held
a referendum to withdraw a law from Wooster law books that
building owners had to rent to homosexuals. In addition, the
group has picketed other hardcore pornography stores.
Protestors have taken legal action against the City of
Wooster, and the store will only be able to stay open until the
City determines whether it will allow a hardcore pornography dealer in its limits.
"I'd say were in for a really long stand," said Roberts.
"This is a $16 billion industry and its strong. It's quite
difficult to get rid of, and we all need to take a stand.
Some take a stand at the dinner table, some of us take
stands in other places. I feel this is where I need to take
my stand."
by Andrew Waldman
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Beer and wine: they do a body good
Elizabeth Yvko
Features Editor
The holiday season is notorious for parties, celebrations and revelry of different varieties. To
many cultures and traditions, alcohol plays a major
role in holiday customs. Sadly, since oh, about
Prohibition, alcohol has been given a bad wrap.
Sure, it is the cause of its fair share of trouble, but
for those who are over 2 1 , of legal drinking age,
and who do not choose to drive after consumption,
alcohol such as beer and wine comes with many
health benefits.
Europeans have been saying it for years, and
now there are studies to back it up: wine, when
consumed in moderation, can benefit your
health. The study known as the "French
'

Paradox, that wine consumption of the French
counteracts their love of
foods and
keeps them in good health, has proven that
drinking red wine may reduce your chances of
getting a stroke, cancer or heart disease. This
may be caused by the antioxidant-ric- h
skin of
the grapes that is used to make wine.
In addition, female wine- drinkers have a smaller chance
of getting kidney stones. Wine
has also been linked to preventing dementia and increasing
bone mass in the elderly. Aside
from everything else, wine
drinkers are found to be generally happier, healthier and have
a higher I.Q. than
But what about beer? Can
that one can of Beast you drink
on Friday nights in Bissman
actually make you healthier?
Studies say it can (but once
r :
again, they stress moderation).
And, although beer may be
high in calories, it is
and cholesterol-free- .
fat-lad- en

cent lower rate of coronary heart disease in comparison to those who do not drink. This may be
caused by the vitamin B6, which is contained in
beer and prevents the build-u- p of amino acid that
has been linked to heart disease.
Both beer and wine consumption in moderation has also been proven to increase the
amount of good cholesterol (HDL) into the
bloodstream and decrease blood clots.

According to the Mayo Clinic, light drinking also has been shown to reduce the development of peripheral arterial disease, which is
blocked arteries in your legs. Preliminary evidence also suggests that small amounts of
alcohol may protect against senility and
Alzheimer's disease.
But don't take it from me. Wooster's own
master beer brewer biology major Whitman B.
Schofield '03 emphasized the healthy elements
like antioxidants, complex carbohydrates and
proteins found in what he calls "liquid bread,"
or "a meal in a can." He said, "Beer can be a
healthy foodstuff when appreciated properly ...
a beer a day keeps the doctor away."

non-drinke- rs.

.

'

fat-fr-

v

ee

Studies in the New England
of Medicine have
proven that one beer a day for
women and up to two beers a
day for men will reduce the
chances of getting strokes and
heart and vascular disease. The
stroke is the third leading cause
of death in the United States
and the leading cause of long-terdisabilities. Also proven
was that those who drank one
beer a week compared to those
who drank one beer a day expea
rienced the same benefits
reduction of 20 percent
when it came to reducing the
risk of strokes.
It has also been found that
those who imbibe one or two
beers a day have a 30 to 40 per
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Holiday break survival guide
Let's face it: spending the recent five-da- y
break at home with the
family wasn't exactly a piece of cake, but it was bearable. After the
hell known as finals week has come to a conclusion, we all long to
d
go home again, eat a
meal and sleep in our own beds.
Too bad the novelty of being home wears off in ... oh, about 24
hours. Being taunted by the words of Perry Como that "there's no
place like home for the holidays." reality sets in when we realize that
we're home, with our family, for an enure month. A month where
we have to revert back to our high school days of living at home and
answering to someone other than yourself (unless you have an
roommate). What can a student do to survive an entire
month back home? Here arc a few helpful suggestions:
"No matter what year you are, I.S. is always a perfectly acceptable excuse. If you're a senior, then naturally you will be working
g
on this
project If you're a junior and have already
completed the task, just say that you're exploring your options for
next year. If you have not already completed I.S., simply say
reiterate to
you're working ahead. Sophomores and
your parents that it's never to early to start "gathering research."
And if that means going to see numerous movies for a possible I.S.
on the implications of American film on pop culture, so be it.
"Come back to Wooster early and claim a close parking spot
"Offer to be the designated driver when going out with your
friends (who are all, of course, of legal drinking age). Make freregardless of whether you actually need gas
quent stops for gas
and collect money from your inebriated passengers each
time. It's a quick way to earn a few bucks, and you're also
saving some lives at the same time.
"Research the origins of Brazilian fish, and how so much of
it ends up in Wooster.
Take banjo lessons so that when you return to campus, you can
we
ask President Hales to play "Dueling Banjos" with you
promise to cover it in the Voice.
"Mysteriously come down with a strange disease that requires
you to lay on the couch, eat good food and watch a lot of 80s TV
reruns.
"Take your grandparents out to dinner. It makes them happy, it
makes your parents happy and it gets you out of the house all at the
same time.
"Write letters to your favorite bands and politely ask them to
come and play on campus. (That is, unless your favorite band happens to be Oval Opus.)
"Two words: ROAD TRIP. (Weather permitting, of course.)
"Listen to the radio as much as possible. Call in for every
contest. Try and win a trip to somewhere outside of your hometown. Give that trip to your parents and preferably the rest of
your family for Christmas. Revel in the fact that you have your
house to yourself.
"Find the part in "When Harry Met Sally" that shows Wooster's
marching band (trust me, it's in there).
"If you remember something that you want to do when you get
back to school, call yourself and leave yourself a voice mail.
When you get back to campus, you will most likely have forgotten that you called yourself, and for a brief moment feel as
though someone thinks you're special enough to call.
"Attempt to use your COW card for other purposes, such as for
a library card, in the airport, an ID to buy alcohol, as a membership card to get into one of those huge wholesale stores, or if you
get caught speeding to do that last minute shopping.
Elizabeth Yuko
home-cooke-

over-protecti- ve

never-endin-

first-year- s,

--

Photo by Pamela Miller
Beer and wine, although they have bad reputations, can actually be
beneficial to one's health, if they are used in moderation.

by Elizabeth Ylko
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Upcoming
Concerts
Queens of the Stone Age
1214
.

Nick's Fat City
Pittsburgh, Penn.

Good Charlotte

1214

-

Rock Jungle
Pittsburgh, Penn.

Bruce Springsteen & The E
Street Band
1216
Schottenstein Center
Columbus, Ohio
New Found Glory

1216
Promo West Pavilion
Columbus, Ohio
Uptown Sinclair
1221
Grog Shop
Cleveland, Ohio

liar Mar Superstar
1228
Club Laga
Pittsburgh, Penn.
! ! !

(Chik Chik Chik)
1230
Grog Shop
Cleveland, Ohio

The Dirt bombs

Editors: Kara Barney
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It's almost that time again
Winter Break is upon us. And
since most of us won 't have any
work to do (sorry, seniors!) we'll
have plenty of time to spend in
front of the television. But instead
of wasting your time watching
"Real World" marathons on
MTV, why not check out the Voice
staff's favorite holiday movies
instead? They may not all be critically acclaimed, classic films, but
hey, we like 'em!

.

Not only the best Christmas
movie of all time, but also one of
the funniest movies in general, "A
Christmas Story" is about a young
boy named Ralphie (Peter
Billingsley) who dreams of getting a Red Rider BB gun for
Christmas. Even after being taunted by his mother, teacher and even
Santa Claus that he'll "shoot his
eye out," Ralphie still longs to
hold the barrel of the gun in his
arms on Christmas morning.
Aside from the main storyline,
memorable
moments
other
include the kid who sticks his
tongue to a metal flagpole, and the
arrival of the father's (Darren
McGavin's) coveted leg lamp.
The movie also proves to be quite
quotable, producing gems such as
it must be Italian!,"
"Fragile
Ralphie's swearing turned into
"Oh Fudge," workers at a Chinese
restaurant singing
and of course, the
"you'll shoot your eye out." "A
Christmas Story" is an excellent
choice for your holiday viewing
pleasure, and will be enjoyed on

Schottenstein Center
Columbus, Ohio
B2K

105
Benedum Center
Pittsburgh, Penn.

Rolling Stones
110
Mellon Arena
Pittsburgh, Penn.

L.

My holiday movie favorite is a
little bit unconventional. Although
I love "It's a Wonderful Life" and
other movies of that ilk, nothing
else gives me the holiday feeling
like "Home Alone." From its very
first strains of the "Sugar Plum
from
song
Fairy"
"The
Nutcracker" to the very end when
Kevin's (Macaulay Culkin's) parents return home and the
next door neighbor is
reunited with his son, this movie
not-so-cree-

Compiled from
yvww.pollstar.com

.

ar

many levels by parents and
children alike.
"Home Alone"
Katie Berkshire

105

I

a,"

ever-popul-

'The Three Tenors"

.

.

ml

is a classic. Who can forget
Macaulay (when he was still cute
slapping his hands on his cheeks
and screaming "AAHHH!" in the
mirror. Joe Pesci and Daniel Stem
as the "Wet Bandits," or John
Candy as Kevin's mother's
unlikely hero? This movie is full
of laughs, but it also has a good
holiday message of the impor- '

'

wrong. Clark, Ellen, (Beverly
(Johnny
Rusty
D'Angelo)
Galecki) and Audrey (Juliette
Lewis) Griswold walk for miles in
the woods to get the most important symbol of the "Griswold
Family Christmas" only to realize
that they forgot a saw to cut down
the tree. After digging the tree out
of the ground, the Christmas

'

'

j

j

"A Christmas Story"
Elizabeth Yuko

"Fa-ra-ra-ra-r-

1231
Beachland Ballroom
& Tavern
Cleveland, Ohio

&
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Eliza Cramer

staff picks greatest holiday flicks
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Photo by Elizabeth Williams
After decorating the tree and singing a few rounds of "Jingle Bells" pop
some popcorn, sit back, and enjoy a holiday flick or two.
tance of family, especially at this
time of year.

"National Lampoon's
Christmas Vacation"
Eliza Cramer
Every year as Thanksgiving
comes to an end and the
Christmas season begins, my family begins quoting our all time
favorite Christmas movie
"National Lampoon's Christmas
Vacation." We watch it together as
a family at least three times every
Christmas and can recite almost
the entire thing. Clark Griswold
(Chevy Chase) is a family man
who just wants to have "a good
ole fashion family Christmas."
But, "everything goes dreadfully

drama begins. Who could forget
cousin Eddie (Randy Quaid) emptying toxic gases into the sewer,
the "exterior lurnination" of the
Griswold house, the cat being
blown up ("If that cat had nine
lives she just spent em all!") and
the funny squeaky noise from the
tree. Eventually the family ends up
"on the threshold of hell," but all in
all, this is the funniest Christmas
movie ever and will leave you
quoting for years to come!
"The Nightmare Before

Christmas"
Erin McCann

little children. He
longs for something more, and
when he stumbles across the magical portal that transports him to
Christmastown, he thinks he's
found the freshness he craves. The
Pumpkin King, convinced that he
can do Christmas better than the
pros, devises a plan to kidnap Mr.
Sandy Claws. Burton, the master"Edward
behind
mind
Scissorhands," "Beetlejuice" and
"Sleepy Hollow" brought his particularly dark sense of humor to
his script, and teams with "Oingo
movie
Boingo" musician-turne- d
composer Danny Elfman to write
a dozen offbeat songs, adding
something to
that
an already great film.
"Meet Me In St Louis"
Kara Barney '
Next to "Newsies," "Meet Me
In St. Louis" just might be my
favorite musical. Judy Garland
stars as Esther, the middle daughter of the Smith family, who has to
move from their beloved home in
St. Louis to New York, just as the
first ever world's fair is about to
come to St. Louis. And what does
this have to do with the holidays?
In a pivotal scene on Christmas
Eve, Esther sings "Have Yourself
A Merry Little Christmas" to her
little sister, Tootie, (Margaret
O'Brien, after Tootie smashes the
snowmen she's built in the backyard because she doesn't want to
move to New York. The song was
arid scaring

extra-speci- al

:

1

of heads, and Jack Skellington
wants a piece of the action. Jack,
the king of Halloweentown, has
grown tired of ghosts and goblins

written

specifically

for

the

movie and originally contained
the lines "Have yourself a merry
little ChristmasIt may be your
last," but Garland thought it
would upset her young costar so
the line was changed. The scene
is bound to produce a few tears,'
unless you're a scrooge like Voice
Editor in Chief Dave Powell, who
doesn't have a favorite holiday
movie. "Meet Me In St. Louis" is
a musical about young love and
family loyalty and is perfect for
the holiday season. 'Plus, it
includes a song about a trolley.
Sound cheesy? Sure, but it can't

Over
in
Tim
Burton's
Chris troastoyin, .the. jesjcfcpts. are. PS
busy throwing snowballs instead

PY.

wore than. "Newsies."
continued on page 9.
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Latest "Harry Potter" movie an accurate adaptation
De 2QQ2

Angel Pappalardo

Staff Writer
Over Thanksgiving break, I was
expecting to go see all the hyped-u- p
blockbusters that seem to be a
dime a dozen during the holidays.
Although I didn't get a chance to
see "Die Another Day," I did manage to catch the movie that the
young and the old alike can't
seem to stop talking about
Chris Columbus' "Harry Potter
and the Chamber of Secrets."
Although its three-holength
seems to be somewhat of a deterrent, it hasn't stopped swarms of
people from paying eight dollars a
pop to share in the magic and
adventure of Harry Potter. The
adaptation of J.K. Rowling's second masterpiece in the Harry
Potter series has, as expected,
been extremely well received by
audiences, with fans' hype rivaling "Star Wars" mania. Box office
ur

Beginning Friday

numbers have surpassed the $200
million mark in the mere three
weeks since its release, and I have
a feeling that Harry Potter hysteria
won't be dying down anytime soon.
In "The Chamber of Secrets,"
the hero Harry Potter, played by
London native Daniel
Radcliffe, returns for his second
year at Hogwarts School of
Witchcraft and Wizardry. After a
long and torturous summer with
his family, Harry Potter is ecstatic
to go back to Hogwarts. However,
just before he leaves for school, he
receives a cryptic warning to not
return to school from an elf named
Dobby. However, this seems to be
the least of Harry's problems as
Hogwarts students are mysteriously being turned to stone, The
rumor around school is that the
Chamber of Secrets has been reopened, leaving Harry, Hermione
and Ron no choice but to try and
uncover who opened the chamber
13-year--

old

at

Cinemark
Movies 10
Analyze That (R)
Die Another Day (PG-1Adam Sandler's 8 Crazy
Nights (PG-1Harry Potter and the
Chamber of Secrets (PG)
The Santa Clause 2 (G)
Treasure Planet (PG)
Solaris (PG-1Extreme Ops (PG-1Wes Craven Presents:
They (PG-13- )
Friday After Next (R)
3)

3)

3)

3)

(12:25, 3:00) 5:15, 7:25, 9:40

(12:30)4:07,7:07, 10:07
(12:35, 2:40) 4:55, 7:45, 9:55

(12:10,2:55)4:30,7:00,9:15
(11:50,
(12:20,
(12:05,
(12:40)

2:15) 4:45, 7:20, 9:45
2:50) 5:10, 7:30, 9:50
2:25) 4:50, 7:35, 10:00
10:20

(12:15,2:20)4:40,7:05,9:35
(12:25, 3:00) 5:15, 7:25, 9:40

( ) Saturday and Sunday Only

No PassesEvening Classic Supersavers
Coming Soon: Stark Trek: Nemesis, Hot Chick, Maid in
Manhattan and Drumline
Buy 2 Large Popcorn and 2 drinks (any size), get Twizzlers

for$l
All shows before 5 p.m. only $3.75
General Admission $5.75 for adults,
Friday and Saturday after 5 p.m. $6
First Matinee show Mon. - Fri. $3
For complete listings, call (330)

345-875-
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and what horrors lie within before
it's too late.
Along with Radcliffe, Rupert Grint
(Ron Weasley) and Emma Watson

(Hermione Granger) returned for
"The Chamber of Secrets" as well as

veteran actors Maggie Smith,
(Professor McGonagall) Alan
Rickman, (Professor Snape) Robbie

Coltrane (Hagrid) and the late
Richard Harris (Albus Dumbledore).

Among the many new faces introduced in the film are Kenneth
Branagh, whose portrayal of the
ditzy Gilderoy Lockhart provided
comic relief in a relatively dark movie.
While "Harry Potter and the
Sorcerer's Stone" served more as
an introduction into the whimsical
world of magic, "The Chamber of
Secrets" jumps right into the
adventure at Hogwarts and captivates audiences with its constant
d
scenes and visually stimulating cinematography.
Although I thought the movie
was definitely darker and spookier than the first, the ominous tone
made it more suspenseful and
stimulating and made the three
hours fly by. I, along with millions
of other Harry Potter fans, am also
looking forward to the next
installment in the series, "Harry
Potter and the Prisoner of
Azkaban," which has just started
filming, but isn't expected to hit
theaters until 2004.
After having read the first three
books in the Harry Potter series
and seeing the first movie, I had
been anticipating the release of
well-tim-

ed

action-packe-

Illustration By Danielle Feielin
Daniel Radcliffe portrays Harry Potter in "Harry Potter and the
Chamber of Secrets, " the second movie based on the series of books by
J. K. Rowling.
the second movie and was interested to see how Columbus was
going to adapt such a complex
plot onto the big screen. While I
tend to be skeptical of books
converted to movies, I must say
that "The Chamber of Secrets"
has been one of the most accurate adaptations that I have ever
seen. Although the script doesn't precisely follow the 340
page book, the accuracy in the
plot and the details of the characters is quite impressive.

Response from Wooster students have been extremely enthusiastic. "It was a damn sweet film
mainly because it was able to build
well upon and further develop the
characters and plot of the first
movie," said Drew Hillyer '05.
The bottom line is that we love
these movies because they make
us feel like kids again; as Katie
Stainbrook '04 said, "The movie
was absolutely super! It made me
want to drop out of Wooster and
enroll at Hogwarts."

Winter break? Watch these
continued from page 8.

"Scrooged"
Andrew Waldman
Of all the Christmas movies ever
made, the ultimate flick of the holiday season is "Scrooged," the classic Bill Murray rendition of "A
Christmas Carol." Murray plays a
humbug-fille- d
television executive
named Frank Xavier Cross in
charge of filming a
version of the Dickens story. Cross'
checkered childhood has caused his
Christmas spirit to be lacking. Of
course, the movie pans out as the
original story does: Cross is taken
on a nocturnal journey through his
made-for-T- V

Christmas past, present and future.
Through his trip around Manhattan
he learns about the true meaning of
Christmas, and he ultimately
changes. The story may not be too
appetizing, but if you enjoy Murray's
acting, this is a must see. The funnyman never ceases to amaze with his
dry sarcastic sense of humor.

"Miracle on 34th SL"
Cookie Compitello
"Miracle on 34th St" is a sweet
tale 'about Kris Kringle (Edmund
Gwenn)
who comes to work at
Macy's on 5th Ave in New York.
When he tells everyone he is Santa,
they all go along with his Jolly spir

!

it and are excited to have him
around. That is until he convinces

Macy employee Doris Walker's
(Maureen O'Hara) daughter, Susan,
(Natalie Wood) of this as well.
Pretty soon Kris Kringle becomes
institutionalized for insanity, but
receives help from a New York
lawyer, Fred Gailey (John Payne),
who also happens to be the romance
in Doris' life. As the trial continues,
Kris Kringle soon realizes that he is
a hero for many, especially for

Susan. Don't worry if you've
this holiday clasnever seen it
sic is guaranteed to be part of a
running marathon this holiday.
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starts season

b-b- all

Ben Mitchell

Managing Editor

the game the Scots found themselves down 10 points, but behind
the stalwart play of Nelson
Wooster chipped away at the
Nelson
Polar Bear's lead.
notched 24 points, collected 12
rebounds and had five steals, all

5--

game-high-

s.

61-6-

pre-seas-

Anna Koumakova; Now we are not really sure if she's been nice,
but to find her wrapped in a bow under the Christmas tree would
definitely keep us jolly for a while.
Shawn Kemp: Kemp has been so nice that he has volunteered to
dress up like Santa Clause all year round for the past five years. "It
is just too bad people think he gained all that weight just out of pure
laziness. He is definitely a busy man during the holiday season,
needing to buy presents for the seven kids he has fathered with six
different women.
David Robinson: The Admiral was so nice that he let 1 pick Yao
Ming score 27 points and grab 18 rebounds against him. Guess the
armed service does provide more than just Toys for Tots.
Marty Mornhinweg: The Detroit Lion's coach is so giving that he
won an overtime coin toss and elected to give the Bears the ball.
Everyone wants to fire this guy, but isn't it always better to give than
to receive?
Terrell Owens: T-- actually signed the football he caught for a
touchdown and gave it to a fan literally seconds after he reached the
end zone. What a great guy.
.

O

Naughty

on

94-4-

64-5- 3.

out-rebound-

Erik "I wasn't with a hooker last night" Shipe and Russell "I
was with Erik" Smith
1

74-6-

7--

ps

tip-of-

34-2- 3.

Damon Stoudamire and Rasheed Wallace; What Portland
Trailblazer hasn't been arrested this year? These two guys were the
latest to get picked up for marijuana possession last week. In their
defense it is believed that they were going to use the marijuana to
get Shaq really stoned right before the game by placing it in Shaq's
Whopper sandwich. That must have been an expensive bag of pot
Warren Sapp: His hit on the Green Bay Packers lineman was totally legal. The only thing is that Santa was probably watching and Mr.
Sapp might only get some more chewing tobacco for Christmas this
year.
Jim Thome: I loved you. You and I were a great team
the two
of us. I was there every step of the way. I was patient through the
early nineties, like a mother to her child, and with the mid to late
nineties I smiled and was proud like your father. And now I shall
see you, never more, never more, never more.
Trev Alberts: First off, I can't stand a guy who abbreviates his first
name. Trevor is Trevor, not Trev. You bashed the Bucks the whole
year, and now at year's end you figure you can get a piece of Fiesta
action by backing the Bucks. What's the matter, is the Husker's
showdown in the Backyard Burger Bowl not good enough?
According to Alberts, Oklahoma, Kansas State and Iowa are all better than Ohio State. Wow, we never realized Oklahoma State was so
good...You suck and you've been naughty.

5-- 0

the third straight contest that
Nelson led the team in scoring
and rebounding. Kyle Witucky
'06 added 12 points, Mealer
dropped eleven, and Smith had a
fine game with 10 points.
On Wednesday, the Scots
opened up NCAC play with a 3
victory against Denison. The
Big Red hung with Wooster for
the better part of the game, until
the Scots outscored them 0 in
the final two minutes to put the
game away.
Denison trailed by four points
with two minutes left, but was
unable to overcome a suffocating
Wooster defense late in the game.
Mitchell converted three breakaway lay-uoff of Denison
turnovers late in the game.
The Scots got off to a slow
start, as they found themselves
downseven points early in the
game. Wooster did get its offense
0
in gear, as the Scots took a
halftime lead and never looked
back. After their cold start the
Scots shot 59 percent in the second half, Denison had no answer
with no player scoring more than
14 points for the game.
Nelson had 24 points and 10
rebounds, and Mitchell had his
finest game of the season with 17
points. As they have in every
game this season Wooster won the
rebounding battle, with 34 boards.

The Scot men's basketball team
0
start in this young
season, as it has racked up wins
against Case Western, the U.S.
Merchant Marine Academy, Ohio
Northern, Westminster College
With 1:13 remaining, Nelson
and Denison in its first two weeks
made two free throws to give the
0
of action. After being unranked
Scots a
advantage. Ohio
in the
polls, the Scots
Northern took the lead back, as
have climbed to no. 20 in the latthey hit a medium-rang- e
jump
est rankings.
shot with 44 seconds remaining.
On Nov. 22, Wooster opened
On the ensuing possession
the season by rolling the Spartans
Rodney Mitchell 04 hit a jump
of Case Western Reserve, winshot from the right wing, giving
0
in the opening game
ning
Wooster the lead for good. The
of the Al Van WieRotary classic.
Polar Bears had one last chance,
The Scots dominated the game
but missed a shot in the lane, and
f,
from the
as they posted a
the put back attempt fell short.
ten point lead four minutes into
The Scots had a poor shooting
the game. All 15 players saw
night, making only 41 percent of
action for Wooster in the lopsided
their attempts.
victory. Matt Schlingman '05 had
Wooster next traveled to
a career-hig- h
16 points and led
Westminster College on Sunday,
the team in rebounds with six.
winning its fourth game of the
Blake Mealer '05 also had a
year,
strong game with 14 points.
The Scots again did not shoot
The Spartans were held to 28
well, hitting only 40 percent from
percent shooting, and did not
the field, forcing them to turn up
have a player score in double figthe
intensity on defense.
ures for the game. Conversely,
Westminster shot only 29 percent
Wooster shot 59 percent and
for the game, with its
Case
notching 15 points.
The following night the Scots
Four Wooster players scored in
won the championship game of
double figures, led once again by
the Al Van WieRotary classic,
Nelson who had 13. This marked
defeating the U.S. Merchant
Marine Academy
The Marine Academy hung
with Wooster for the first part of
the game, down one point with 12
minutes left in the first half. The
Scots then strung together 21
unanswered points, sparked by
three consecutive Matt Smith '03
Wooster forced
.1
191
A"
five turnovers during the run, and
took a 4 lead into halftime.
The Scots never trailed by less
than 12 for the remainder of the
game, as they ended up winning
by 23 points. Nelson had a strong
game, scoring 17 points and snagging 10 rebounds. Schlingman
chipped in 14 points and eight
boards, and was named the tournament MVP.
On Nov. 26, in its biggest test
of the season thus far, Wooster
took on no. 24 Ohio Northern and
came away with a
2
Photo by Jeremy
win. With 13 minutes left in
Blake Mealer '05 goes up strong against an opponent. .
is off to a

Since Christmas is just around the comer, we thought we would
get into the holiday spirit a little bit and talk about who has been
naughty and nice in sports this year.

Nice

Men's

ed

high-scor- er

32-3-

93-7- 0.

three-pointer-

s.

41-2-

hard-foug- ht

63-6-

Hohertz

u

Women's
Todd Worly

."

tit

Whenever a team is forced to
play without its star player,
everyone else must step up and
contribute just a little more. The
women's basketball team did
exactly that in its opener on Nov.
23, coming away with its third
g
straight
victory.
The Scots faced off against visiting Wilberforce University in
the semifinals of the Nan Nichols
Classic, and bonded together to
outlast the Bulldogs
Without three-tim- e
honoree Nara DeJesus '03, who
is out for the season with a knee
injury, Wooster dominated the
6
lead
first half, taking a
into the locker room.
Wilberforce played a gritty
game, however, and actually
3
stormed back to take a
lead with just 6:47 left to play.
But it was Wooster's game, as
the Scots responded with a 10-- 2
run, keyed by six points by
Alexis Louttit '05.
The Lady Bulldogs clawed
their way back to just a two
2
with just
point deficit at
19 seconds left, but squandered
their chance to tie. The Scots
then sealed the deal by hitting
two free throws.
In the absence of DeJesus,
Wooster enjoyed outstanding
performances from Louttit,
Kristen Rice '03 and Natalie
Barone '06.
Louttit threw down a double-doubl- e
with 13 points and 12
rebounds. Rice led the way in
scoring with 20 points, and
Barone chipped in with an
impressive 14 points in her first
college game.
"Alexis came in and really
dominated against Wilberforce,"
Lindsey
Schaaf '04.
said
"Kristen also played really well,
and in general we just outplayed
them in the post."
With the win over Wilberforce,
Wooster advanced to the championship game to take on
&
Washington
Jefferson
University on Sunday afternoon.
But for the fourth consecutive
year, the Scots finished as the
runner-u- p
at their own tourna
76-7-

2.

All-NCA- C

0
Photo by Erin McCann
another victory.

The Scots dive in on their way to

Scots keep improving
Chris Beck

Asst. Sports Editor

The Scot swimming team is
coming off a strong showing on
Nov. 23 against
opponent Westminster.
The men's team is now an
even 2 after losing on 128.5-90.While the women won 125-7- 1
and are still a perfect 0 in
dual meets.
"Everyone has been working
hard and the team has really come
together," said Kate Henly '05.
Kayla Heising '04, Liz Whittam
'05, Jenny Bayuk '03, and Tanya
Tarasenkov '04 won the 200 med- - .
ley relay (1:50.05).
The Scot women swimmers had
e
times in several events,
including the 100 backstroke and
200 freestyle.
In the distance events, Jody
Bray '04 won the 500 freestyle
non-conferen-

ce

2--

5.

4--

first-plac-

and Elizabeth Roesch '05 ran
away with the 1000 freestyle.
On the men's side, the Scot
divers performed well. Todd
Koenig '06 got scores of 198.60
in the
event and 204.00
in the three-metevent. Aaron
Bergman '06 scored 170.45 in the
and 180.35 in the
event.
e
The Scots finished in
in the swimming compeone-met- er

er

one-met- er
three-met-

er

first-plac-

tition. Mike Moore '04, Clint
Nicely '05, Joe Silvestri '06
and David Brumbaugh '06
won the 200 freestyle with a
time of 1:33.04.
The Wooster swimming team
will compete at the annual Zippy
The
at
meet
Invitational
University of Akron.
"Everybody has been working
hard and we are well rested for
the meet," said Silvestri "We are
going to give it our best shot."

Arc you interested in journalism?
The Voice needs you this spring

Currently seeking enthusiastic applicants for
these exciting positions:
Assistant Section Editors, Staff Writers, Copy
Editors, Circulation Managers, Ad Manager,
Business Manager, Office Manager
Contact the Voice office at x2598 or
voicewooster.edu

e-m- ail

us at

was relatively even statistical0
at the
ly. The Scots led
the
half, and outshot
Falcons
W&J took control early, racing
41 percent to 37.1 percent for
2
lead in the first
out to an
d
the game. Wooster also
The Presidents
five minutes.
5
for
Notre Dame
were impressive throughout, as
the game.
the Scots never got closer than
Turnovers are what decided
six points the rest of the way.
Wooster struggled in the first the outcome, as the Scots only
6
at the committed 14 while forcing the
half, trailing
break, but bounced back to get Falcons into 26. In fact, Wooster
back in the game early in the only committed two turnovers in
5
the second half.
second half, pulling to
"The second half of the Notre
left to go.
with 13:55
Dame game was the best we've
However, the Presidents were
plaved in awhile." said
Schaaf.
Rice led the
well
Scots with 19 points, and
ment, as the Presidents prevailed

Sports Editor

69-4-

42-2-

64-6-

74-7-

35-3-

6.

11--

outre-bounde-

50-4-

28-1-

season-openin-
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opens strong
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41-3-
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"We've been playing
a team, had lots of people
step up, and we've really
limited our turnovers," said
Lindsey Schaaf '04.
just too much for Wooster and
distanced themselves to seal
the victory.
Rice led the way for the Scots
with 12 points.
Louttit was
solid once again, scoring 10
points and grabbing seven
boards, and Jen Flavin '04 also

played

well,

scoring

eight

points in just 17 minutes.
Wooster returned to the winner's circle on Wednesday
night in its first road game of

the season, beating Notre
Dame College
Twelve players scored for
in a game that
the Scots (2-86-7-

1)

3.

also

hauled

four

in

Flavin netted
12 points to go along
a
with
seven rebounds.
'
"We have been stressing
rebounding in Nara's absence."
said Schaaf. "We've been playing
well as a team, had lots of people
step up, and we've really limited
our turnovers."
The Scots return to action on
afternoon,
when
Saturday
Allegheny College comes to town
for Wooster's NCAC opener. To
continue their winning ways, the
Scots know what they need to
rebounds.

team-leadin- g

work on.

"Our helpside defense has been
stepping up a lot." said Schaaf.
"We need to concentrate on boxing out all the time and constantly crash the offensive boards."
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Natalie Barone '06 blows by her defender.
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All seven of Wooster's fall
sports teams finished in the top
five of the North Coast Athletic
Conference, boosting Wooster to a
tie for first in the NCAC
race after
of the 2002-0- 3
school year.
Wooster, who is tied with
Allegheny College, last won the
In
title in 1996-97- .
terms of wins and losses,
Wooster's fall teams have combined for a .712 win percentage,
marking the Colleges best fall
since 1984, the year it first joined
the NCAC.
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Photo by Cookie Compitello
haps the highlight of the Fall.
They finished the regular season at
and ended up ranked no. 2
in the nation. Unfortunately, the
Scots lost to Ohio Wesleyan in a
shootout in the NCAC Tournament
semifinals, and seemingly without
reason, they were left out of the

The field hockey team backed
up last season's NCAC championship with a solid 14-- 5 record,
good enough for third place in the
regular season. The Scots, who
will lose seniors Julie Lloyd,
Grace Gibson, Ann Whetzel and
Lindsey Boardman to graduation,
fell to Wittenberg in the NCAC
Tournament finals.
The men's soccer team was per- -

15-0-- 3,

NCAA Tournament field.
The women's soccer team also
just narrowly missed out on a bid to

'1

r

J'

1

r

V

v'
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the NCAA Tournament. The Scots
5,
with
compiled a record of
both losses coming to NCAC and
eventual National Champion Ohio
Wesleyan.
The volleyball team finished its
season with a 20-1- 6 record, good for
fifth place in the NCAC. Wooster lost
to Hiram in the first round the of
NCAC Tournament The Scots will
lose Beth Moore '03 and Erin Donnell
'03, who set the school record for kills
in a season, to graduation.

Photo by Pamela Miller

13-2--

Clockwise from upper left: The
field hockey Scots push the ball up
the field while Julia Try der '04
gets open; the Wooster defense
gangs up on an opponent from
Wittenberg in the last game of the
season; Beth Moore '03 sets the
ball to a teammate during a home
match: Lisa Bendure '06 shields
the ball from an opponent.
The Voice staff would like to
congratulate all of the Fall sports
teams on an outstanding season.
The hard work obviously paid off,
and you have all represented the
College well.
We are confident that the Winter
and Spring sports teams will continue the trend and maintain
Wooster s spot atop the NCAC
standings.

The cross country season came to
an end with strong showings from both
the men's team and the women's team
at the NCAA Great Lakes Regional
Championships at Ohio Northern
University. The women finished tenth
place out of 33 teams, and the men
came in eleventh place out of 3 1 teams.

The football team improved on

Swimming

Women's Basketball
Dec. 7 vs. Allegheny

Miller

O
WlV

Dec.

5-- 7

&

Invitational (Akron)

8--

0.

son was highlighted by huge road
wins at Hope, Ohio Wesleyan
and Allegheny.
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Men's Basketball

Diving

at Zippy
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last season's 6 record by surprising everyone but themselves with
an 2 record. The Scots, who finished in third place in the NCAC,
became the first Wooster team since
The sea1923 to start a season 7--
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